-Scilences are invading in facing the climate catastrophe-

2010/11/2,3

<<the final judgement＝turn the mechanism of apocalyptic world at now>>
Scientists know well that prolonging CO2 emission by the status quŏ would cause
catastrophe,and even global amateur citizen in 2010 became to recognize the
climate abnormality and have seen direct damages on food products.However,
scientists,politician and bussiness society had become more scilent.Now let's
disclose and turn mechanism the fatal and irrational.The fact is simple,if we
corrected,we be saved,and if not corrected,we be into hell.
[１]:The global capitalism ruling and causing the climate catastrophe.
⑴Death merchant the kernel one in USA(Anti-God phylosophy killing lives).
Modern capitalism with few plutocratic class has been granted by the major right
wig labour unions1) because of rather rich(?) life enabling to peoples.The
religions had became anti-communism due to old Soviet and China communists dogma
that "religion is narcotism"(the establishment of global anti-communism regime).
It's religion who preached that rich's entering heaven is more severe than
camel's passing hole of needle.But Andropov the former KGB chairman,who knew
well internal affirs in western world,had autonomously decided to dissolve
Sovient Union by employing Gorvachev etc.They considered it serious demerit for
saving people's livelihood to conserve the endless competition in war-armament
against USA. Then,by loosing enemy(indispensable customer in war economy),the US
military indusry complex became unprecedental depression in Clinton government.
Consequently they made the conspiracy to make Islam and oil nations in Middle
East as 2ndary enemy(9/11 own-playing terror and following invasion wars against
Afganistan and Iraq).Also in Chaina seeing inferiority of own nation economy,
they turned their regime to (socialism)market economy to join the world
capitalism one by Deng Xiaoping.Consequently livelihood level and ideolgy
rapidly became westernization both in Russia and China.However the global
capitalism competition gradualy became to reveal catastrophic symptoms,as had
been warned in "Limit to the growth" by Rome report in 1993.With knowing global
starvation by cliate change catastrophe,the final problem may become "operation
END GAME" by conspired USA starategy.
1)

D.W.W.W.Conde(Okakura & Iwasaki),The black papers on CIA,Rohdo jyunpousya,1968.

After the war,CIA conspired right wig-nization of international labourer
movement,which effected current one.The democrats party both in USA & Japan
could not be exceptional,because they are sometime agents of big corporations.

⑵Brief review until 2010 evident global climate abnomality even by amateur eye.
http://www.data.kishou.go.jp/climate/cpdinfo/climate_change/2005/1.2.3.html
Big draught and flood in Africa(with famine and plague)and in Australia,however
the world had substantially neglected those facts.In arctic,abnormal symptom
began from 1997,and at last,recorded the minimum ice surface in 2007 summer.
Scientist society was terribly shocked by the reality.Consequently(maybe) in
Valencia 17/11/2010,IPCC announced the final warning toward the world.
Risk of abrupt or irreversible changes Anthropogenic warming could lead to some
impacts that are abrupt or irreversible,depending upon the rate and magnitude of
the climate change{p53}.
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf
They might have become free from sceientist conscience,however most of amateur
may be almost non-comprehensible.In 2010,global amateur eye could become to
recognize global climate abnormality.{big floods in Pakistan and China,big fires
in Russia,the longest hotter summer in Japan,the coldest south America,......}.
In autumn,we now are facing evident and unprecedented poor in crops and in
fishery.The hotter climate passed,but higher foods price is comming now.News
report that bears frequently appear to mountain village and are shooted.Thus
famine in deep moutain is evident.Coiling kidney beans in author's garden are
poorer than past years<some kind of crop are rich,but major are poor>.
Scientist and mass media may be awkward against peoples in seeing direct
evidence the predicted and warned.Commercial media with sponcer facing the
abnormal climate,became miserable to suppress even using word "global warming"
in disasterous climate change.Also global capitalists and politicians society
became scilent in facing the extremely incovinient fact.Also global citizen are
facing escalation the most inconvinient livelihood difficulty{＝income and
jobless suppression by the global depression}.
<<coarse interpretaion on the big fluctuated hotter and colder climate>>
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[２]:The global capitalism ruling and the doomsday belife
＝The ideological back-ground(in case of conservatism the status quŏ).
The condition of reliefing possibility is more than 80% CO2 reduction2).
Unless the global low-forcing,this may be impossible.Capitalism could no more be.
The value seems outrageous,but possible seeing livelihood in 1950s in Japan.
⑴Ruling by dividing !.
Advisory scientist's proposing was more than 80% CO2 reduction(but the
operation in 2040?)2)in 2009 Laquia summit G8(20).Temperature increasing can not
stop by fixing emission rate at now.In order to start global temperature down
(neccesity of 30 years),the surplus heat input on earth(radiative forcing)must
be turned from positive(1.6W/m2 at now) to negative by maximizing ability of GHG
absorbing by land and marine vegitation(geo-engineering possibiity ?!).
2)simple,but

very coarse estimation on 30 years for amateur:

http://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/08/files/GCP2009_CarbonBudget200
8.pdf(p35).
CO2 increasing≒100ppm＝380ppm(288K,now)－280ppm(287K,pre-industry revolution)。
Retcent atmospheric accumulation of CO2/year＝4.1GtC/y～1.9ppm/y(p23).
Global temperature rise≒1K(℃)＝288K－287K.
{CO2 land and marine absorbtion(5.3)－natural emission(1.4)}/year＝3.9GtC/y(p35).
☞:50ppm/(1.8ppm/y)＝28years. More details could be learned in the below site.
http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-FACT-7.ppt
This essential and serious discussion could seldom be found in political,
scientifical(except few) and media society,so conclusion derived from the
reality is that major conservatism the status quŏ(ruling this planet)secretely
enforce global citizen into own perish.<<At least in now state,they will not
repent(admit mistake and correct it),so it's way to hell>>.Why not ?,it might be
a will to suicide of capitalist elites as camouflaged religious doomsday.
A being of evil(upside down being) used to pretend an angel to decieve people.
A highest status as nobility and ultra rich the hereditary would become Satan in
facing own decline<the origin of Satan,and the negative proposition is "people
is equal and live together">.Even any citizen(except wise) would become so and
inmoral in facing their decline.In the other hand,becoming poor often make more
silly to be easily decieved by ruler.In corporation ruling fascism society,
jobless-fear would make people egocentric without care on solidarity with many
others.The trend of jobless pressure now could be solved not by individual
effort,but by political solidarity,however,genuine one yet have not seen in the

world stage.Thus individuals,races and nations are those who are dividened and
ruled(people ruling principle of CIA the capitalism's watch dog).Since,those who
are now employed majority are effectively conservative on status quŏ due to
egoism and without care on future and poors(no trigger in making solidarity).
⑵Pseudo religious doomsday ideology(the sudden realization,true ? or false !).
Mankind now is betrayer against the great mother nature and own fellows
(struggles between races and nations).If recoverization of the nature was
realized,it would be real reliefe in view from religious and scientifical.
Author is theism due to pure scientifical reason<realization of allmighty(God)
in physical vaccume world due to its contradictionarity where everything can be>
☞:Very taughtological feature of material world is unique phenomenon(A)
realization without simuletaneous realization of negative phenomenon(not A).
A weapon merchant was selling spear and shield with saying "This spear could
breake any shield,and this shield stop any spear".Then a passinger asked him
"What would happen in hitting the shiled by the spear ?".The merchant ".......".
By the logical duality nature,if it were contradictional,it could not be
material world(this can't be complete,but necessary in the proof).A very coarse
comprehension is 0＝+a－a,where 0 is vaccume,+a is affirmative something,while
-a negative one,which can be seen elementary particle world.
Thus author read parts of Japanese translated Buhddism sutra,the bible of old
and new testament and the Quřan.Those marvelously predicted the facts,creation
of this universe from nothing(the Quřan)and Satanization of modern world(mankind
as war animals).http://www.777true.net/slavejapan.pdf
If the final judgement(the doomsday) happened,it would be caused from mankind
betraying against God the justice and truth(That is,they could not turn "own
error(truth) and sin(injustice)",which is just the cause-itself of mankind ruin).
Modern mankind has been entirely betraying due to endless wars between own
fellows and enormous destruction on the nature with endless desire.Note
top(sub)consious of actuall atheist's feature is nothing admitting for own
injustice.The era of doomsday is when wisdom is weaken,life is neglected,
competition of buiding higher towers3),and those who follow Satan(the accuser
against God is being of upside down)must go hell4).
3)Yoshiaki
4)The

Sasaki,Islamism not known by Japanese(p213,214),seisyun pub.co,1991.

Quřan(Japanese),translator Toshihiko Izutsu,Iwanami bookstore 1957.

One of kernel in effective ideology in now world is atheism.It's lowless pirate
ideology as everything is allowable,if God were not.Dying is mere becoming bones,
so they do anything they want.The typical example may be 9/11 the own playing
terror and the lowless invasional wars on the Middle East by Bush's the skull
and bones with the CIA-military industry complex.NAZIS was origin of them(SS
Nazis palace guard with symbol of skull & bones).The genocide in Aushwitz killer
factory by poison gass against Jewish people may be an apocalypse at present era.
Carefully note that some egocentric,haughtiness and arrogance one tends to
become antipathy facing sermon on the original sin of mankind(do regret and
correct injustice)created by non-white Israeli.Note that top(sub)consious of
actuall atheist's feature is nothing admitting for own injustice.It's not
unusall,but usuall in today's highest class society in Japan,USA and the world.
Typical example is Japanese Emperor Hirohito,who was the top military commander
and decided the criminal invation wars on Chaina and Perl Hourbour in world war
the 2nd.And GHQ MacArthur hide his criminal and employed him(the emperor family)
as top in ruling beurocrat class in salve-nized Japan atfter the defeated war.
USA is also emperor ruling nation by ultra plutocracy of Rockfeller family,whose
outrageous wealth are secretly payed for privatization of CIA as palace guard.
<<the world regime ruled by nobility and plutocracy class the hereditary>>.
Those who follow them and be disciplined and operated by them are almost the
same<<lower class members of the regime＝media-ducation(information),beurocrat
(low force),bussiness society(money force)>>.
As was Mosese's the ten commandments,it's evident the primitive religion intend
to establish moral order in society.In the world history,hegemonism of mankind＝
hegemony struggles by{deception,threatenning and wars＝all of injustices}.The
worst in modern history is death merchannt＝military industry remarkable
especially in USA.Many global elites camouflage them theism,but act atheism in
actuality(We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character,
ruthless in purpose, and insiduous [insidious] in method by Eisenower in 1961).
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.Html
Buhiddism's political division might be due to a phrase in the Heart Sutra
(pursue enlightment with being away form the upside down delusional world＝no
political involving).It's might be an implying Kyoto the 1st protocol by IPCC

was made in old Buhddism city in Japan.An exception may be the Lotus sutra(by
the priest Nichiren)of positive political involvement as mass saving doctorine
(Mahayana).The Lotus sutra is versus the the Heart one.The latter is supreme
enlightment,while the former is incomprensibility(none biased inference).
Therefore,their kernel ideology is the phrase in the sutra(from a to z,all
is equally related with each other＝absolute equality).Note "from a to z" also
imply God in the Bibl.Also the Quřan preaches people's equality in God.
God ordered angels to kneel down before Adam,but Satan alone rejected,"I was
made from somkeless-fire,so higher than he made of clay".He was throwned into
ground from heaven.Then he mutterd regvenge against mankind of God follwers.
It may be possible to tell that a religious doomsday beliefe become an excuse
for prolonging capitalism the status quǒ and mankind death due to it.Because it
preaches gorgeous(?) last supper and following euthanasia to the heaven.
The director of mankind death is guide to millennial kingdom of bliss ?.
However,by authors interpretation,it could not be heaven to look down miserable
fireball earth.People in common tell that they never anihilate their love for
family,lover and friends even after their death.Supposing total death,could we
entirely be nothing interest on ash-ball earth?,in which life was created.
According to popular beliefe on millennial kingdom of bliss,it could be sudden
realization,but not so both in the Bible describtion and scientifical one.
As for the Bible describtion,you can see it in Appendix(citation from original).
From scientifical view,it could not be short time for becoming fireball earth in
the final stage of climate catastrophe.Mankind and lives on earth could not
suddenly die.As for totalized intepretation on the climate change process
involving fireball earth in the final stage,the below is detailed.Hell in the
bible(the John's revelation)correspond to fireball earth with explosion of
sulfide hydrogen following methan fire.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece
*)The evident mechanism of becoming "fireball earth" in the final stage.
The kernel point of global(warming)climate catastrophe is so called positive
feedback.If global temperature exceeded critical point,then the temperature rise
enhance spontaneous emission of GHG reserved in land and marine,which enhance
more global temperature rise.Thus the result would enhance more cause until it
encountered certain saturation(GHG emission anihilation) point(fireball earth).

⑶summary of chapter [２]:
The capitalism now world is the delusional world without truth and justice.
It's world of liares ruling(lie is pseudo realization of contradictionality).
http://www.777true.net/Who-is-the-liar.pdf
Those who could not turn the delusional world without truth and justice is
destined to autonomously wiped out.It is not only sermon of the Bible and the
Quřan,but also a very general theorem of logic(a system with contradictionality
can not help to decay as axiomatic system).The original sin of mankind＝deneying
on admitting own error and sin(contradictionality)＝not being able to "turn"
the delusional world without truth and justice.
⑷If you felt that God's warning is too sever,...
Don't misunderstand that too sever is mankind them-selves who has been too
sever against the nature and their own fellows.God's warning is mercy on
mankind and all lives on earth. God(the creator)could not help do it due to
too unusuall and too sufficient reason !.
⑸A marvelous prediction in the Bible(Thessalonians).
Proclaming himself to be the man of lawlessness,and the son of perdition;
who oppose and exalts himself above all that is called God or is worshiped,
he goes to sit on the temple of God,proclaming himsefl God.
The coming of the lawless one will,by the power of Satan,with all kind of
miracls,signs and lying wonders,and all with deception of wickenedness for those
who perish because they recieved not the love of truth and be saved..
Therefore God sends them there strong delusion,that they should belive a lie,
so that all those who believed not the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness
will be condemned.(2 Thessalonians 2/1-12)
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblecom/2thessal.htm

[３]:The scilent science,politics,laborer facing 2010 global critical symptoms.
Japan democrat party with life the first principle got power and faced the
hottest summer and poor crops with higher price.It's just crisis of livlihood.
http://www.prisonplanet.com/5-dangers-to-global-crops-that-could-dramaticallyreduce-the-world-food-supply.html
However,they lost policy priority and debate on junks(?)without essential gain.
Also USA & EC debate on local struggles and financial crisis,as are half mesures.
Nothing essential change can't be found in now world with fatal crisis in behind.
⑴It might be conspiracy making despair against those conscience and wellknown.
20years of World conference on climate change(COP) has been nothing effective.
Both advanced and advancing nations has been entirely egocentrical debating,
because they lost the most serious recognition on fatality of the crisis.Or
it might be a show and making despair against those who has deep recognition
on the crisis.In popular veiw of citizens,as the debating has not been so
serious degree,they feel the crisis may be far late event,which is perhaps
conspiracy making global citizens {not uneasy,innocent and scilent} ?.
A scientist,who know well on reality of Climate Change Seans(such typical is
Arctic ice surface decreasing on)and was request to advice the diet,complained
that "they can not understand".As was authors experience with politicians
(and their secretaries),"they will not understand,or not speak about it to
others" perhaps due to its too inconviniency for the status quò.
For their conviniency,but they make invisible solidarity of almost scilent and
of same response against the problem in actions of media and major and minor
parties.In asking response to author by researchers in national university and
labolatory institution,"they knew well,but they will not tell due to everybody
being also hesitate to tell fatality of the crisis".
Wiser middle,high school and colledge students may fairly notice the fact by
website information etc.They might become unfortunately despair by knowing
adult society attitudes.Young once complained to author that "in class room,
climate change crisis was not topic to debate".As was so,maybe it would be
seldom to become debating in ordinaly company,but except weather forcasting
and alternative energy engineering one now in vougue.It would be final
judgement of death or alive in outrageous spectacle sink or swim drama of
endeavouring by mankind.It is not such becoming gentle on earth,but survibe or
death,and not global warming,but climate change crisis to catastrophe.

The reality is far beyond what education and medida tell.Why is it so?.If they
told reality,the status quò of established capitalism ruled by few nobility
(Rockfeller in USA and EU plutocracy with nobility,etc) would no more be. Global
citizens are slavery prisoners managed and ruled by them in the prison planet
into gas chamber in a possible future.
http://www.prisonplanet.com/
http://www.planetextinction.com/
http://upsidedownworld.org/
⑵What would scientist,media,politician do when it became more and more real ?.
The surplus heat into earth(radiative forcing＝1.6W/m2)caused by GHG emission
by the status quò shall surely cause visible climate turbulence and disaster
in many nations,so,in everyone's eye,it shall become more evident without
doubt.Then people shall accuse responsibility of scientist,media & politician.
Some case would cause riot due to livelihood degree.Because,above all,the
climate change crisis shall attack agri(fishery) product＝foods at first！！。
Then possible future shall be either reciprocal way.
⑶Becoming radically political police nation the suppressing device on people.
Withouy it,nothing could be done by the status quò.Because the current nation
security device is a palace guard(for the ruling class),but not one for people.
FEMA(emergent totalitarian nation regiem of centralizing power to president)
has been making American cautious and uneasy.The global depression made
corporate society to suppress on employees as political totalitarianism by
jobless fear.However also employer themselves in small,middle and big
corporate are facing own jobless fear.
[４]:A senario for recovering and saving the great nature and mankind
(people live together !＝in case of global revolution).
⑴Apocalyptic symptoms in 2010 the world crisis now.
In appendix,it is demonstrated that chapter 1 of John's revelation(being of God)
could be unified with last phrase of Heart Sutra(allmighty being)in Buhiddism.
Summary to tell,as has been preaching in religions,nothing saving could be
without atonning sin and error.It's very evident that things with failure never
can go on. Unless turnning the fatal delusional world on earth,we following
Satan,would be throwned to hell in the final judgement.

Today of the world facing unprecedental crisis of climate change is just era of
apocalypse at now.Mankind,who destroy lives on earth created by God and has been
betrayer,never would be saving in following the other world.
If as was so,it should be on this earth-itself where millennial kingdom of bliss,
kernel of the revelation,must be established

in order to "realize people live

to gether"6). It might be revelation to establish the final revolution of "people
live together in God(the creator of world)"on this earth.At least survey on the
revelation by author,he could not find "sudden" realization of the kingdom,but
sudden anihilation is Babylon the decadent city.
Note that Mexico(next COP16 nation in 2010) where Leon Trozky(the proposer of
global and simuletaneous communism revolution)died.He was ssasinated there by
order by J.Stalin the one nation revolutionist7).
6)In

the Chile miner disaster(14/10/2010),according to the surviber,a key for the

miracle safely returning was consensus and decision to live together by all the
33 members in 18 days till starting emergent resucue by transporting life
materials to emergent resucue underground hall by drilled pipe line.The leader
estimated 20 days for reserved foods consuming and beginning resucue. "Never
lose hope",the leader Luis Urzŭa had been repeatedly encouraging his 33 subs and
he applied to be 33rd resucued in the final resucue stage.He lost his brother in
the infamous suppresion in Allende's socialism(the 1st one in south America)
regime sunk by CIA conspiracy with the right wig armed force.
http://sankei.jp.msn.com/world/america/101014/amr1010142353020-n1.Htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Copiap%C3%B3_mining_accident
7)A

secret of Russian revolution was a conspiracy to make easternside enemy

against westernside(capitalism regime in Euro-USA)by the ultra-plutocracy in
order to evade their internal(class) struggles.They also had been secretly
supporting the revolutioned goverment(the cold pseudo war structure between west
and east till 1990).Then note that one nation revolution is preferable,but not
global simuletaneous one for the status quõ.Andropov knew well the affirs and
dicided to autonomously dissolved Soviet regiem.The reign of terror by Stalin
may have enhanced anticommunism in western people.CIA-military industry complex
lost the enemy(the customer)had to find another new one,which was Middle East
Islam natons.Note the essentiality of military industry complex is setting
enemy(killer ideology without God and with eugenism).

⑵A recommended skill to derive better result.
By anyhow,a rulign class both in capitalism plutocracy and communism beurocracy,
tend to become corrupt due to their endless hegemonism.Above all the hereditary
regime was worst,2ndary nothing alternated party one,3rd nothing alternated
position one by democratic will. That is,anytime,a regime must be improved on
(no conservatism)from view of people livlihood the 1st,but never from emperor.
☞:Thus,all the corruption is due to minds of conservatism status quò.
Yah,that is "no change",no turnning !!.Below is the logical principle to turn.
negating

Therefore,above all,you must survey it
false or true at 1st !!!.

True＝

False＝

A recommended skill to derive better result

good world

wrong world

is to flexibly turn problem the concerned.

negating

☞:Never becoming unstable "looper" without focusing on facts,
but stable "certificator" with rigid evidences!.
Most fake in political debate is no pursuing true or false in each step with
visible evidences,but arguing with indirect hearsay infomations without evidence.
Not scientifical rationality,but egoistic motive dominate there.
⑶Condition for making global simuletaneous solidarity.
For making global simuletaneous solidarity,there must be a kernel.The one is
noticing genuine enemy.People must notice the massacre ideology,such as the
perishing operation against Jewish people(Aushwitz killer factory with poison
gass by NAZIS),secret importing many Nazis military persons to USA(operation
paper clipp)to establish CIA and supple military(industry),bio-weapon AIDS
developped by Fortdetric US army labolatory,and operation END GAME(climate
change catastrophe for mass extinction).The climate change crisis at this time
is essentially different from those caused by natural cause and in those few
marine spieces could survibed(Permian end,PETM),and might become ultra wipe out
with all oceans evaporation8)(＞6℃?).In such case,life recvcovery would be
difficult.Above all,the anthropologic CO2 emission is prodigiously larger than
that of the past and is unprecedental exponential increasing during a hundred.
8)and

there was no more sea(in John's revelation(21:1)).

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece

What will climate change do to our planet?:This is our future-famous cities are
submerged,a third of the world is desert,the rest struggling for food and fresh
water.......
It has been estimated that a large eruption in future could release energy
equivalent to 108 megatonnes of TNT-100,000 times more than the world's entire
stockpile of nuclear weapons.
⑷It would be very difficult,but be saving method(operation Global Ramadan).
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
It's a trial to debate and series of ideas imagined by author,but is far from
sufficient.Once the global recognition on those would be,they would create many
better ways.For example,as for carbon sink the kernel problem,it could be
realized not only land vegitations,but also marine one(alga,cited from science
dairy/october) without becoming obstacle against land agriculture product.
It's unlucky disaster in Chile miner,but should be respected as very precious
implications in the rescue.
⒜Nothing supporting and isolated 18 days with good leadershipp in starvation.
→(30+30)years starved life with 80%-CO2 reduction under command by global GHQ.
GHQ＝general head quater.Initial 30 years shall stopp temerature rise☞),
and final 30 years shall decrease temperature down to now state.
☞:At first,finite positive surplus heat input must be turned to zero.
It takes about 30 years by maximized pace.Above all,more temperature rise
would cause methan catastrophe possibility in north pole zone.
⒝Consensus and decision on {all 33 members live together}.
→Consensus and decision on {all lives on earth live together}.
At now,this is the fatal consensus to make!!!.You could imagine if not !!!.
⒞{Never be despair !},the daily encouragement by the leader.
postscript:
As is from reviewing,there be the outrageous low(God)less,who many times had and
might have experienced in hell.Even though they will not correct failure and sin.
They never seems to consiously oppose God,but subconsiously oppose logic,only by
which their destiny is judged its soundness(non-contradictionality for their
regime without perishing).Above all,haughty but ionnocent American elites,who
had not experienced war defeating in own nation land,would determine mankind
near future destiny.

Basis in author's discussion is logic(the supreme science describing
taughtology).Those of climate change science are{the 1st,2nd low of
thermodynamics,fluid(NS)equation(Ⅰ),radiative forcing(surplus heat input)(Ⅱ)),
and the related political ideology(Ⅲ).
Ⅰ:http://www.777true.net/easyFD.pdf
Ⅱ:http://www.777true.net/Radiative-Forcing-0dim-Model-p1.pdf
Ⅲ:http://www.777true.net/Whole-Looking-on-Climate-Crisis.pdf
Site policy is disclosing truthes without considering incoviniency,but with
pursueing logicality,which is due to that preventing extinction is far precious
than covinient(note that God is the creator of this world).If the content seems
to be threatenning for reader,it may be told amateur(professional)wickedness. As
is told by others,prediction is intend warning for people on possible future,not
making people uneasy and meaningless antipaty(thanks to it,author get both
supporting and suppressing).Reality of future is not what most people
consider,but is told not impossible to evade crisis due to certain evidence.
Above all,the most difficulty at now is majority groupe's mass synchoronism
with delusion and indulgence in belonging to "those who could give" and without
will of facing reality behind giantic deceptions and delusions.
The groupe,who intend to exclude Mr Ozawa endeavouring to establish democratized
Japan with betting own life,are followers of upside down Satan ruling ater the
war in Japan.The former Peru president Albert Fujimori,who also endeavoured to
realize democracy,is now in prison due to CIA(all profit for USA).Now world is
Satan ruling where truth and justice are suppressed,which is mainly due to the
irrational majority groupe's mass synchoronism.
<<The upside down world now＝decaying one by the contradiction>>
A weapon merchant was selling spear and
shield with saying "This spear could
breake any shield,and this shield stop
any spear".Then a passinger asked him
"What would happen in hitting the shiled
by the spear ?".The merchant ".......".

Appendix1:The heart sutra is two valued logic(negation and affirmation).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_Sutra
The sutra main part tell alternating world between negation and affirmation,that
is,if dark be,also light be,if good be,also bad be,if life be,also death be.Thus
everything has two opposite aspect altenating with time(non-simuletaneous
realization of negation and affirmation in material world＝this world).
It's taghtology.The kernel may be final stage spell,nothing of simuletaneous
realization of negation and affirmation(logical contradiction＝non material
world＝the other world＝physical vaccume world of simuletaneous realization:
0(nothing)＝+a(affirmation)－a(negation).Then especially note that contradiction
enable the allmighty world(contadiction enable everything true in logic theorem)
～without restriction of physical lows＝magic world＝the allmighty world).
gate gate

:The gone,the gone,

pâra gate

:The gone to the other world(＝the enlightment world),

pâra sam gate:Those who also<messenger,prophet>gone to the other world,
bodhi svâhâ

:Be blessed enlightment<all mighty world＝the God>,

*reference:Endoh Makoto,the heart sutra(for beginners),Gendai shokann,Japan,1984.
<<The coarse,but essential schemetical interpretation on the both world>>
The other world the invisible

This world the visible(material one)

(non-material one=nothing as vaccme)
A→N→A→N→A→N→A→N→A......
{@}
time goes on

0=A-N,0=A-N,
0=A-N,0=A-N

"physical low world"

"allmighty
world"

time is indefinite
note1:A＝ affirmative something,N＝negative something＝something not being A.
{@}＝messenger the prophet,soul,angel,God.
{0=A-N} means simuletaneous realization of A and not A＝N.
not A

A

all of world

Note!!,nothing is not so simple,but mysterious
due to contradictionality of nothing world.

note2:The very mystery of real number zero＝natural number zero≡0.
You never can tell the largest natural number≡M(infinity).While you can
tell that the least real number in series of {1,1/2,1/3,1/4,.......,1/M
But 0＝1/M also must be "indefinite" due to that of M(infinity≡∞).

}is 0.

Appendix2:Logic on the God and on prophecy the John's revelation in chapter 1.
The doomsday prophecy on mankind,the final judgement and establishing millennial
kingdom of bliss ,..betrayers are throwned to hell.<blue part is author's line>
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/revelati.htm
Chapter-1(partial citation,God advent to the messenger John and told prophecy).
⑵1:17 And when I saw him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he laid his right
and upon me, saying unto me, Fear not;
⑴I am the first and the last.:1:18 I am he that liveth, and was dead; and,
behold, I am alive for evermore, Amen;
⑶and have the keys of hell and of death.1:19 Write the things which thou hast
seen, and the things which are, and the things which shall be hereafter;
⑴In other word、I am alpha(origin) and omega(end)(everthing＝all mighty＝God).
⑵Is it John's near death experience?(astral projection of person paranormality).
⑶have the keys of hell and of death＝the keys(final judgement)to hell or heaven
～this & the other world＝material one & vaccume one of the all mighty being.
⑷The concerned keys is "prophecy(events shall be realized in future) of warning
for mankind cursed or blessed future",God meet John the messenger in the stage.
⑸things which shall be hereafter
If King James translation version was right,shall means planed future,
However,a future is contradictional due to its zero probalibity nature.
The details could be seen in following pages.([3]❸⑸.Our future coud be
http://www.777true.net/decisionmaking2.pdf
either predictable on God's will or determin-able by our will ).
⑹Such messages by prophets in this world through revelation with the other
world could sometime be seen in mankind history.In old was Mohammed(the Quřan in
Islamism),and now is the professor Jucelino Nóbrega da Luz,which are very
similar case in above mentioned sean.The latter is very few prophet in now world
who strengthen the climate change crisis.His main these is warning and openning
eye for mankind the great sin destroying the great nature.Also note the former
Goldman Sacks CEO Henry Paulson is a hidden and enthusiathtic enviromentalist on
the nature,who was once the boss of financial ministry in Bush government,
decided the Lehman bankrupcy causing global depression and was educated natural
healing by the Christianity in young age.
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2004/01/12/357911/index.htm

Appendix3:The sudden realization of the bliss kingdom,false or true ?.
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/revelati.htm
At least as for author,he could not find phrase of the sudden realization of
millennial kingdomm of bliss,but except sudden decay of Babylon the decadent
city(chapter 18:10,19).It is not that the sudden decay could turn to establish
the kingdom.Fact is contrary as for the betrayers.
20:10 And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day
and night for ever and ever.
Chapter-20.
20:1 And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having the key of the bottomless
pit and a great chain in his hand.
20:2 And he laid hold on the dragon, that old serpent, which is the Devil, and
Satan, and bound him a thousand years,
20:3 And cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal upon
him, that he should deceive the nations no more, till the thousand years should
be fulfilled: and after that he must be loosed a little season.
20:4 And I saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment was given unto them:
and I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and
for the word of God, and which had not worshipped the beast, neither his image,
neither had received his mark upon their foreheads, or in their hands; and they
lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years.
20:5 But the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were
finished. This is the first resurrection.
20:6 Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection: on such
the second death hath no power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ,
and shall reign with him a thousand years.
20:7 And when the thousand years are expired, Satan shall be loosed out of his
prison,
20:8 And shall go out to deceive the nations which are in the four quarters of
the earth, Gog, and Magog, to gather them together to battle: the number of whom
is as the sand of the sea.

20:9 And they went up on the breadth of the earth, and compassed the camp of the
saints about, and the beloved city: and fire came down from God out of heaven,
and devoured them.
20:10 And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day
and night for ever and ever.
20:11 And I saw a great white throne, and him that sat on it, from whose face
the earth and the heaven fled away; and there was found no place for them.
20:12 And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were
opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of life: and the dead
were judged out of those things which were written in the books, according to
their works.
20:13 And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and hell
delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were judged every man
according to their works.
20:14 And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second
death.
20:15 And who so ever was not found written in the book of life was cast into
the lake of fire.

Chapter-21.
21:1 And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first
earth were passed away; and there was no more sea.
21:2 And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of
heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.
21:3 And I heard a great voice out of heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of
God is with men, and he will dwell with them, and they shall be his people, and
God himself shall be with them, and be their God.
21:4 And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no
more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain:
for the former things are passed away.
21:5 And he that sat upon the throne said, Behold, I make all things new. And he
said unto me, Write: for these words are true and faithful.

21:6 And he said unto me, It is done. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and
the end. I will give unto him that is athirst of the fountain of the water of
life freely.
21:7 He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he
shall be my son.
21:8 But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part
in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second death.

Appendix4:The prophecies(＝warning) by three modern musicians.
Listen carefully their lilycs⑴⑵ and dramatical progression of piano sounds⑶.
⑴Save the children by Marvin Gaye in album "What's going on",1971.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B89vf_3CawM
⑵Jumping Jack flash by the Rolling Stones,1968.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxpfBWMOlOk
⑶"Taward the flame(Vers la Flamme)" by Alexandre Scriabine in 1914.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

